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LEANING TOWARD LIBERATION—Vally Brown (left) 
and Patti Oien, members of the Missoula Women’s Libera­
tion, hand out leaflets denouncing the Miss Montana—U.S.A. 
contest, which was held last night at Sentinel High School.
Demonstration today 
against imperialism
A May Day protest against al­
leged U.S. imperialism will be 
staged in front of Main Hall at 
noon today.
The demonstration will bring the 
“brothers and sisters out for a 
huge show of unity against the U.S, 
imperialistic forces of repression,’’ 
J’at Hayes, protest organizer, said 
'yesterday.
Mr. Hayes, former UM student, 
said the protest is aimed at Amer­
ican imperialism in any form, 
whether it is armed intervention 
in the Cambodian jungles or sup­
pression of university students in 
Ohio.
E. W. Pfeiffer, professor, of zo­
ology, one of the scheduled speak­
ers, said last night that he would 
denounce U.S. presence in Cam­
bodia. He said he would call for 
the removal of all imperialistic 
American forces in Cambodia and 
demand the return to power of 
ousted leader, Prince Sihanouk.
Other speakers at the demon­
stration will include members of 
Students for a Democratic Society 
(SDS), Resistance—Missoula anti­
draft group—and Missoula Peace 
Coalition.
Mr, Hayes said several persons 
, will picket Missoula Safeway store 
on West Broadway Monday to pro­
test the store’s selling grapes and 
grape products from California and 
Arizona.
Picketing is aimed at the refusal 
of Safeway’s board of directors to 
recognize a grape boycott by the 
United Farm Workers Organizing 
Committee, Mr. Hayes said.
The boycott was organized in 
support of a strike for better 
wages by California and Arizona 
grape pickers, most of whom are 
Mexican-Americans.
Bringing Safeway stores “under 
fire” may force their directors to 
bargain with the grape pickers, he 
said.
Students clash with Guard
C O L U M B U S ,  Ohio (AP)— 
Screaming students and National 
Guardsmen clashed repeatedly on 
the Ohio State University cam­
pus in a second day of violence 
yesterday.
At least 28 policemen and scores 
of demonstrators were injured. 
Several students suffered gunshot 
wounds. Nearly 300 persons were 
arrested since the first confronta­
tion between students and police 
Wednesday afternoon.
Tear gas was used to break up 
crowds of students chanting, “Pigs 
Off Campus” and “Pigs Go Home."
The protests started Wednesday 
noon as a peaceful, somewhat dis­
organized student strike protesting 
a lack of university response to 
demands from a student group.
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Pfeiffer says Nixon is lying
By RICHARD BANGS
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
E. W. Pfeiffer, professor of zo­
ology, called President Nixon a liar 
minutes after the President pub- 
lically explained United States 
military action in Cambodia.
The Montana Kaimin inter­
viewed Mr. Pfeiffer shortly follow­
ing Mr. Nixon’s speech, in which 
the President announced further 
U.S. involvement in Cambodia.
Mr. Pfeiffer said that in Janu­
ary, 1969, he and Arthur Westing 
of the Harvard Botanical Museum, 
Cambridge, Mass., toured the area 
of Cambodia where Nixon ordered 
the American attack and saw no 
signs of military action.
“Cambodian army officials let us 
walk within a mile of the border 
and flew us over the area.” Mr. 
Pfeiffer said. “There were no road 
blocks, no indications of military 
activity of any kind.”
He said that he and Mr. Westing 
were guests of Prince Sihanouk, 
former Chief of State of Cambodia.
“We talked to French and Bel­
gian rubber plantation owners in 
the Mimot area where the attacks 
have been ordered,” Mr. Pfeiffer 
said. “They told us they had seen 
no evidence of Communist infil­
trators from Vietnam.”
Mr. Pfeiffer noted that the Pres­
ident said this area had been used 
for a communist sanctuary for five 
years.
“I can categorically state this is 
a complete fabrication,” he said. 
“The President’s performance is 
incredible to someone who has just 
been there.”
Mr. Pfeiffer also disagreed with 
the President’s statement regard­
ing American respect for Cambo­
dian neutrality.
Mr. Nixon said in his speech 
that the South Vietnamese and 
American forces have not violated 
Cambodian neutrality but have al­
lowed Viet Cong and North Viet­
namese sanctuaries to exist there.
Mr. Pfeiffer said he and Mr. 
Westing went to the Mimot area to 
investigate defoliation. He claims 
that over 200,000 acres of Cam­
bodia have been defoliated by
American forces.
“The fact is,” Mr. Pfeiffer said, 
“we violated Cambodian air space 
one year ago in the Mimot area 
and this has been admitted by the 
State Department. I personally saw 
two American aircraft fly over 
Cambodia and visited the site of 
an attack by an American plane 
at Dak Nam.”
Mr. Pfeiffer said the United 
States publicly admitted on Feb. 
20 that it had attacked Dak Nam. 
The United States made indemnity 
payments of $400 for each of 25 
Cambodians killed.
“We did not respect Cambodia’s 
neutrality,” Mr. Pfeiffer said.
Mr. Pfeiffer said the Western 
Montana Scientific Committee for 
Public Information, composed of 
UM faculty members and Missoula 
residents, last night drafted a tele­
gram to President Nixon. The 
Committee denounced American 
action in Cambodia and accused 
Mr. Nixon of fabricating informa­
tion to support his decision, Mr. 
Pfeiffer said.
Harkey blasts ’n press
By TINA TORGRIMSON
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
Mass media have contributed to 
the negligence of newspapers and 
have erupted in a “never-never 
land” of witless press exaggera­
tion, Ira B. Harkey Jr. said last 
night at the 14th annual Dean 
Stone night journalism honors 
banquet.
Mr. Harkey was the winner of 
the Pulitzer Prize for editorial 
writing in 1963 and is the author 
of the book “The Smell of Burning 
Crosses.”
“We need someone to lead news­
papers down from the Big Rock 
Candy Mountain,” Mr. Harkey told 
about 300 persons in the UC Ball­
room. “We must assault, bend and 
try to beat the Establishment and 
tell it like it is.”
Journalists must say exactly 
what they want to say, which re­
quires talent and creativity, Mr. 
Harkey said.
Newspapers often present fic­
tion as fact, Mr. Harkey said. He 
said the press falsely reported that 
M a r t i n  Luther King’s death 
brought grieving among Southern 
whites.
“They were dancing in the 
streets!” he said.
Mr. Harkey said a “phoney face” 
in journalism in the 1970s is dis­
gusting and leaves a promise as 
false as that of a mouthwash ad.
Mr. Harkey quoted H. Rap 
Brown, black militant, who said, 
“Violence is as American as cherry 
pie.”
America is supposed to be a
loyal, peace-loving country which 
is the champion of the underdog, 
Mr. Harkey said. Yet it invaded 
a tiny country in Asia, boasting 
every day of how many “commu­
nist ■ enemies” it had killed, he 
said.
“But they were not my enemies 
—these were human tallies in the 
newspapers like- porkbellies in the 
Chicago market," he said. “But
then, who cares? We’ve so polluted 
our environment that we are sure 
to die retching anyway.”
Verbal anarchy is exhibited in 
the degeneration of lang ge when 
the minds of many stu .ents are 
geared for garbled jargon, Mr. 
Harkey said. Young scholars string 
trains of meaningless catchwords 
together with the words “you 
know" interspersed, he said.
Fiedler’s prison term 
now pending appeal
BUFFALO, N. Y. (AP) — City 
Judge H. Bus well Roberts said 
yesterday he will delay imposition 
of the six-month jail sentence 
against literary critic Leslie Fied­
ler pending the appeal of Mr. Fied­
ler and his wife from a narcotics 
conviction.
Judge Roberts handed the six- 
month jail sentence to Mr. Fiedler 
yesterday morning and ordered 
Mr. Fiedler’s wife to pay a $500 
fine. They were convicted earlier 
this month of allowing marijuana
to be smoked in their home.
Mr. Fiedler taught English at 
the University of Montana in the 
late 1950s.
After the sentence was an­
nounced, defense attorney Harold 
P. Fahringer said he would appeal.
He had asked the court for mer­
cy for the Fiedlers. He said Mr. 
Fiedler had a fine literary career 
and noted that the couple was not 
accused of possessing or smoking 
narcotics, but only of allowing it 
to be used in their home.
Women protest pageant
Nixon defends Cambodian policy
WASHINGTON D. C. (AP) — 
President Nixon told a nationwide 
radio and television audience last 
night he would stand by his de­
cision to give arms to Cambodia.
New attacks upon communist 
troops in Cambodia began about 5 
p.m. MPT. They were commanded 
by American officers and aug­
mented by units of the South Viet­
namese army.
Mr. Nixon said, “The areas 
in which these attacks will be 
launched are completely occupied 
and controlled by North Vietnam­
ese forces. Our purpose is not to 
occupy the areas. Once enemy 
forces are driven out of these 
sanctuaries and their military sup­
plies destroyed, we will withdraw.” 
Mr. Nixon said this action is 
necessary to protect American 
lives in South Vietnam and to win 
peace.
The area of the attack is in the 
“fishhook” area of Cambodia, about 
50 miles northwest of Saigon and 
northeast of Cambodia’s “Parrot’s 
Beak” region, which was attacked 
Wednesday by South Vietnamese 
troops with American advice and 
support.
A White House source said the 
new move would not affect Mr. 
Nixon’s April 20 announcement 
that at least 150,000 American 
troops will be withdrawn from 
South Vietnam by May, 1971.
Mr. N i x o n  said, “T o n i g h t ,  
Americans and South Vietnamese 
units will attack the headquarters 
for the entire Community military 
operations in South Vietnam. This 
key control center has been occu­
pied by the North Vietnamese and 
Viet Cong for years in blatant vio­
lation of Cambodia’s neutrality.”
“We take this action not for the 
purpose of expanding the war in­
to Cambodia but for the purpose 
of ending the war in Vietnam and 
winning the just peace we will de­
sire,” Mr. Nixon said.
“Others are saying today,” Mr. 
Nixon said, “that this move against 
the enemy’s sanctuaries will make 
me a one-term president. No one 
is more aware than I am of the 
political consequences of the ac­
tion I have taken.”
“With other nations, we shall do 
our best to provide the small arms 
and other equipment which the 
Cambodian army needs and can 
use now for its defense,” he said.
“The aid we will provide will be 
limited to the purpose of enabling 
Cambodia to defend its neutrality, 
not for the purpose of making it 
an active belligerent on one side 
or the other,” he said.
Women’s Liberation members 
passed out leaflets preceding the 
Miss Montana-USA pageant last 
night in the Sentinel High School 
Little Theater.
The leaflets were in protest of 
“women being treated more as 
sexual objects than as human be­
ings.”
The women stud they object to 
beauty pageants because pageants 
exaggerate the importance of phy­
sical beauty. They said they feel 
women have been degraded in 
American society by being forced 
to emphasize outward appearance 
rather than total being.
“Dignity and poise should not be 
based on the successful use of 
beauty aids, but rather on the de­
velopment of human characteris­
tics which cannot be bought, sold 
and paraded,” Mrs. Stephanie 
Henkin, spokesman for the group, 
said.
“Every human being, man or 
woman, has a right to a sense of 
dignity based on the way he thinks 
or feels as well as the way he 
looks,” she said.
Mrs. Henkin said the group was 
received courteously by the audi­
ence, but only because it hadn’t 
fully realized what the leaflets 
said or what the group repre­
sented.
Mrs. Henkin said the group will 
send copies of the leaflets to the 
pageant contestants and will ask 
them for their responses.
Philosophy talk 
set for Monday
Maurice Natanson, professor of 
philosophy at the University of 
California, Santa Cruz, will pre­
sent a lecture entitled “The Prob­
lem of Conceptual Nihilism” Mon­
day at 8:15 p.m. in the Music Re­
cital Hall.
Mr. Natanson will also partici­
pate in two philosophy seminars 
Tuesday.
He is the author of several books 
and has taught at the Universities 
of Nebraska, Houston and North 
Carolina.
The lecture is sponsored by the 
philosophy department and ASUM.
Doctors expect fedora doffing
Certain professors insist on being called “Doctor.” They claim 
they have earned the title, and if a student fails to accord them 
the honor, they act as a king would toward a peasant who re­
fused to remove his cap.
When Vice President Agnew spoke of “supercilious sophisti­
cates,” he did not know the label applied to many of these re­
tired students who rose to the peerage to become professors, go­
ing under the misnomer “Doctor.”
Carrying the logic of these esteemed educators one step fur­
ther, we should all refer to M. A. holders as “masters” and 
properly identify all UM grads as “bachelors.”
This would insure that all these wizened souls could be 
identified by their proper academic affluence and hence their 
intelligence.
Bullshit.
A man’s worth—intellectual or otherwise—is not determined 
by the number of years he spends his afternoons in academic 
institutions.
Indeed, one c'ah often learn more from a“ Cbffeg^feak chat 
with a sewer worker than he can from trimesters of study un­
der ordained Doctors of Wisdom.
It was lonely sheepherders and an unindoctrinated carpeter 
—not celebrated intellectuals—who created the Christian re­
ligion.
Whip-driven captives rather than educated artisans built 
the pyramids of Egypt and painted the hieroglyphs which are 
the key to the Nile’s history.
Intellect and wisdom are not the results of formal procedures 
that take place only in classrooms where the light shines softly
Undecided freshman is amazed by Kaimin's editoria l brilliance
To the Kaimin:
I was amazed at the brilliance 
of Mr. Gilles’ editorial in the Wed­
nesday issue. His campaign to 
eliminate the “quasie-human ani­
mals” and “ignorami” who are 
running for Central Board reminds 
me of Spiro’s famous speech con-
Losing candidate 
distrusts Kaimin
To the Kaimin:
Your most bombastic splurge of 
yellow journalism, to wit: “Few 
non-comics enter Animalistic Elec­
tion,” along with the previous day’s 
copy on the Central Board candi­
dates, goes a long way in showing 
the Kaimin’s inept reporting abil­
ity and virtual lack of any editing 
talent.
The present policy of the Kai­
min, I believe, is to attempt to 
roust the majority of the student 
body from an apathetic state. One 
of the first steps that should be 
taken by a student a t large is to 
become infomed on campus mat­
ters. Thus, the Kaimin should take 
it upon itself to report objectively 
the matters of interest to the Uni­
versity.
How do you, sir, expect the stu­
dents to become involved when 
your staff cannot even write?
While I have not polled the other 
candidates for Central Board posi­
tions, if the discussion of their 
candidacy was even fractionally as 
poor as the article dealing with me, 
no wonder the student body thinks 
ASUM elections are useless.
To begin with, my name is cor­
rectly spelled Connell, with two 
“l”s, as it correctly appeared on 
my petition and on the ballot. You 
lifted an idea out of context con­
cerning my belief in budgeting; 
furthermore, kind editor, you de­
cided to remove over half of my 
basic platform from the article, 
removing any chance that the stu­
dent body might obtain a factual 
understanding of my beliefs.
Why you decided to omit any 
reference of my past experience as 
^president of the Associated Men. 
Students of Southwestern College} - 
•Chula'Vista, Calif., and associated 
experience I do not know. Is it that 
you had already decided who you 
wanted as delegates and so limited 
coverage on the rest?
Due to these factors, Mr. Gilles,
I promise you this: Never again 
will I trust a word the Kaimin 
prints under your “leadership” 
without first hand knowledge of 
the matter.
PATRICK O. CONNELL 
Sophomore, Forestry
cerning the “impudent snobs.”
The two are about equally illus­
trious. I understand that it is Mr. 
Gilles personal policy to bring 
controversial issues to the fore­
front. However, since no intelli­
gent person could vote for these 
“omni-oppressors” in the form of 
the “Notorious Norman Brothers 
(patent pending),” what is so con­
troversial about them?
Also, his evaluation of the in­
telligence (or lack of it) of the 
candidates reminds me of several 
proclamations made in Animal 
Farm by the self-proclaimed mas­
ters, Napoleon and Snowball.
My only criticism of this mas­
terpiece is that I do not clearly 
see the connection between the op­
pressors mentioned by Lenin and 
Orwell and this election. However, 
I probably just am incapable of 
observing the oppressive tactics of 
Central Board as well as Mr. Gilles 
is.
Seriously, if Mr. Gilles is human, 
he should refrain from such bitter 
personal attacks and I will mine. 
However, if Mr. Gilles is a god, 
using the term loosely, I humbly 
ask for his forgiveness.
T. J. MOZER 
Freshman, major undecided
Vulturous Dan Norman irks electioneers
To the Kaimin:
The ballots are in, the parch­
ment pollution has been cleared 
from the UC and Central Board 
has taken on a new face.
Yes, Virginia, there is plastic 
surgery! We’d like to congratulate 
the new members of Central Board 
for a hard-fought and, in most 
cases, well-earned victory.
However, we’d like to register a 
complaint about not the legality, 
but the ethics used by one of the 
ntw  members of the Parliament of 
Pained Politicos.
It was apparent throughout the 
day that one of the candidates for 
off-campus housing was making 
like Snoopy’s version of the vul­
ture and hovering over the UC vot­
ing table, apparently sniffing out 
a dying ballot.
His continued presence, which 
was about as inconspicuous as the 
bubonic plague in 14th Century 
Europe, was not only disconcerting 
to those of us who were manning 
the voting table, but was also pain­
fully apparent to the voters as they 
carried out their duties of the 
“democratic process.”
We also heard him confronting 
the voters with, “Who are you vot­
ing for?” (As if it was his business 
instead of the ballot counters, and 
it isn’t theirs, anyway!)
This wouldn’t have been all that 
bad, but he persisted in going so
far as leaning over the balcony, 
apparently noticing who you were 
voting for (you did vote, didn’t 
you?).
However, you did win, Dan Nor­
man, regardless of your actions be­
fore and during the elections (by 
the way, we didn’t appreciate your 
sizeable addition to the offensive 
amounts of graffitti in the UC), 
and we offer you our wishes of 
good luck in the next year.
It is our expressed opinion that 
you will need it!
STEVE GARRISON 
Sophomore, Political Science 
DOUG URE 
Sophomore, Zoology 
RUSSELL WILLIAMS 
Sophomore, Political Science 
BRIAN McADOO 
Sophomore, History
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over the left shoulder.
Many students have learned much more in a freshman sur­
vey course taught by an underpaid graduate assistant than 
from a flashily named “400” course taught by a Doctor who 
snobbishly lets everyone know of his high honors and exten­
sive schooling.
When one compares the insight and w i s d o m  of m a n y  
esteemed professors to the simple but poignant observations of, 
say, an out-of-work bricklayer, it becomes apparent why many 
professors are touchy about being called “Doctor.”
Aside from that title, they often have little else.
T. Gilles
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Name changes 
The name South Hall was 
changed to Elrod Hall in 1956, after 
Norton Elrod, who organized the 
University biology department in 
1897.
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Nixon is placenta of violence
Southest Asia has entered its final stage of terminal cancer.
Richard Nixon towers above the stinking, sweaty body of 
Indochina with a scalpel dipped in poison. America is look­
ing through its diary to see where Dick’s lies began.
Dick sent thousands of Vietnamese regulars into Cambodia 
Wednesday. They were, of course, guided by strings held in the 
hands of Dick’s euphemistic “advisors”—a whitewash for Amer­
ica’s omnipresence in Asia.
The fight northwest of Saigon in the “Parrot’s Beak” region 
of Cambodia is still burning—like a tiger in the night.
America does not know how to halt its Nixon-directed spiral 
into death. Students riot. Businessmen grumble and feed their 
ulcers Milk of Magnesia. Politicians grope for the comfort of 
rhetoric.
Nixon said last night that attacks on communists in Cambodia 
were launched merely to drive the heinous red from their “sanc­
tuaries.” Dick also promised not to occupy these areas once the 
hordes were driven out; swore again that his nebulous scheme 
for troop withdrawal would not be slowed by the attacks.
Stop lying to us.
If you would tell us honestly what you want in Asia, maybe 
we could help you find a way to get it.
You are fostering not only violence in Asia; you are the pla­
centa of violence in America. You are asking us to throw bricks 
through your window. You are asking us to discard our already 
corroded faith in peaceful democracy. You are making us seek 
change with the politics of masochism.
Violence in response to violence, though natural, is another 
of man’s irrationalities. It is much more desirable to remove 
the thorn from the eagle’s foot than to kill the eagle.
B. Vaughn
J-STUDENTS 
WIN AWARDS
Pelo, Johnson Named 
Top Seniors
Bird Takes $450
Marilyn Pelo and Charles John­
son were named outstanding sen­
iors in journalism at the 14th an­
nual Dean Stone Night awards 
banquet, in. the TIG Ballroom last 
nigfltT..........  ..............................
Other winners, awards and 
award sponsors were as follows: 
Henry Bird, $450, Billings Adver­
tising and Sales Association; Gary 
Guccione, $300, Lee Newspapers; 
Connie Revell, $300, Melvin and 
Myrtle Lord Award; Frank Greco, 
$400, Minneapolis Tribune; Deb­
orah Andrews, $300, Montana 
Broadcasters; Diane Tipton, $250, 
Cable Television ETV Award, and 
Edward A. Matter, Donald R. Dur- 
gin Memorial.
Bill Schaffer, honorary award 
for Montana Kaimin service, Sigma 
Delta Chi; Carolee Haas, $100, Olaf 
J. Bue Memorial; Robin Tawney, 
$100, Luke Wright Memorial; 
Christine Coburn, $100, Montana 
Stockgrowers Association.
T. J. Gilles, $100, Great Falls 
Newspaper Guild; Ronnene Ander­
son and Stuart Johnson, $150 each, 
Dean Stone Award; James Grady, 
$250, Guy Mooney Award, and 
Marcia Herrin, $150, UM Journal­
ism Faculty Award.
Tapped for membership in Theta 
Sigma Phi women’s journalism so­
ciety, were Deborah Andrews, 
Catherine Astle, Nancy Chapman, 
Christine Coburn, Heidi Gasser, 
Jane Giles, Carolee Haas, Sally 
Johnson, Kathleen McDonald, Ro­
berta Nelson, Sharon Speck, Diane 
Tipton and Tina Torgrimson.
Shooting o f Tanks ' 
not proper action, 
Phillips contends
Open letter to E. W. Pfeiffer:
I agree with your criticisms of 
our State Department’s handling of 
the Southeast Asian Problem. 
However, when you openly make 
statements to the effect that you 
would like to return to Cambodia 
to “shoot a few Yanks,” it turns 
my stomach.
1. ,Tfee.. “y?nks”; You want ‘ to (shoot' 
arenY’the people ' responsible ’ ’for"" 
the “invasion” of Cambodia. They 
are young men who in most in­
stances didn’t ask to or want to go 
there in the first place. Also, in 
a few years, one of those “Yanks” 
could be my own brother.
It is my feeling, therefore, that 
the money you have spent on 
phone calls protesting the latest 
move of our government in South­
east Asia woud be better spent on 
a one-way ticket to Cambodia for 
you and your rifle, better yet try 
Washington D.C.
Bon Voyage!
Peace,
ALLEN W. PHILLIPS 
Senior, Zoology
Moreen M urphy  
wins beau ty  tide
Moreen Murphy, f r e s h m a n  
in art, was selected as Miss Mon- 
tana-USA last night and will rep­
resent Montana in the Miss USA 
beauty contest May 16 in Miami, 
Fla., according to the Associated 
Press.
First runner-up was Julie Wil­
son, UM sophomore in elementary 
education. Second runner-up was 
Ferol Perry of Stevensville.
The girls were selected from 
among eight candidates in the Mis­
soula beauty contest.
Women’s Liberation picketed the 
beauty contest.
<3>
Chief Joseph publishing again
The Chief Joseph, an “alterna­
tive press,” threw its journalistic 
hat in the ring yesterday for the 
first time since Fall Quarter.
About 400 issues of the free, 
mimeographed publication a p ­
peared on campus yesterday.
The articles in yesterday’s edi­
tion included discussions of wom­
en’s liberation, a proposed grape 
boycott and the May Moratorium.
Pat Hayes, former UM student 
and Chief Joseph staff member, 
said the paper is expected to ex­
pand to 1,000 or 1,200 copies by its 
next issue.
Mr. Hayes said environmental 
issues would be discussed in the 
Chief Joseph, but proposals will 
differ from those of environment.-.. 
' alists.
“T’fie" basic issue ’isn’t clianifi^' 
up pollution it is destroying capi­
talism,” he said.
At present the Chief Joseph is a 
six-p a g e  mimeographed paper, 
costing $10 per 1,000 copies to pro­
duce.
In an article headlined “F—  the 
Kaimin or How to Eat Yourself 
Out,” the Chief Joseph called T. J. 
Gilles, Montana Kaimin editor, a 
“slightly nasal editor” with a 
“happy crew of visual non-entities 
and intellectual hernias.”
Mr. Hayes said Gilles was a 
threat to the Chief Joseph because 
Gilles may “corner the market” on 
“trashy newspapers.”
The Chief Joseph staff is trying 
to produce a “trashy newspaper” 
and is succeeding, while the Kai­
min staff is trying to produce a 
quality newspaper and is failing, 
Mr. Hayes said.
The article said “The Kaimin 
has angered more people by its 
lousy reporting and sloppy want- 
ads than any other thing in the 
western world.”
Mr. Hayes said the Chief Jo­
seph will eventually be published 
twice a week.
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Writer calls disc jockeys airwave police
By FRANK GRECO
Special to the Montana Kalinin
Since the union of “southern 
soul” and country and western mu­
sic, the radio broadcaster has be­
come a policeman guarding the air­
ways from lyrical expresison con­
sidered obscene, suggestive or anti­
social—no easy task.
Radio stations are besieged daily 
with promotional records. Decid­
ing which of these records will be 
played, and which will be cen­
sored from the airways, is usually 
the job of the station manager.
His job is made difficult in a 
number of ways.
First, he must adhere to the 
vague and general codes of the 
Federal Communications Commis­
sion. The commission, in essence, 
says a station will not broadcast 
vicious, libelous or obscene mate­
rial.
A radio station, according to 
Larry (Charlie) Brown, disc jock­
ey at KJRB, Spokane, is licensed 
to broadcast in the “public inter­
est.”
The vagueness of the term “pub­
lic interest” combined with the 
generality of FCC guidelines leaves 
most programing decisions to the 
broadcaster, Mr. Brown said.
The prime responsibility for pro­
gramming, according to S t e v e  
Schoen, KYLT general manager, 
lies with the station’s music di­
rector.
The music director uses “accept­
ed trade publications, local record 
sales and his own discretion” when 
choosing what will be aired on 
KYLT, he said.
The broadcaster’s second prob­
lem is to please his listening audi­
ence without offending the com­
munity or discouraging advertisers.
Mr. Brown said, “While the 
country as a whole is entering an 
age of permissiveness, we at KJRB 
feel we have an obligation to the 
community to abide by its estab­
lished mores and attitudes, and, in 
Spokane, these exclude obscenity.
“If the community rejects mate­
rial being aired, chances are good 
local business leaders will also, and 
an eventual downturn of profits 
would be inevitable.”
Mr. Brown contends “all love 
songs deal with seduction In vary­
ing degrees,” and, when it comes 
to the final decision, the com­
munity’s tastes and responses dic­
tate what will be aired.
“If a record is ‘blue,’ has an ob­
vious double entendre, is sugges­
tive to a point of being marginal,
M ontana Kaim in photo (Gordon Lemon)
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we delete it from future play. If 
we feel a release is going to bring 
undue controversy and won’t serve 
to keep us current, we ‘can’ it,” he 
said.
Each record purchased by the 
station, Mr. Schoen said, is “audi­
tioned” by the music director for 
content and its adaptability to the 
Missoula station’s format.
The broadcaster next must con­
sider the message his program will 
carry. He cannot ignore the power 
his station has to shape the tastes 
and desires of the listening audi­
ence.
Many hit records have become 
“number one” simply because a 
disc jockey reportedly told the 
public the particular song was go­
ing to be a “chart buster” or “a hit 
to remember.”
“I Want to Hold Your Hand” by 
the Beatles, for example, may have 
been just another record if the na­
tion’s disc jockeys had not pushed 
the release as a “fantastic hit by 
the Fabulous Four.”
At the time no one knew who 
the “Fab Four” were, but, with the 
radio broadcasters’ perseverance, 
the public began to accept the 
Beatles as stars.
The broadcaster is not limited 
to just making hits or stars.
He has the power to shape cul­
ture and music tastes.
Frank Zappa, leader of the 
Mothers of Invention, said, “Our 
present state of sociosexual en­
lightenment is, to a certain extent, 
attributable to the evolution of 
rock music and vice versa. People 
try, unconsciously, to be in tune 
with their environment.”
People keep in tune with their 
environment by listening, in part, 
to the radio.
The radio broadcaster must at­
tempt to justly present a random 
sample of a music style that con­
notes sexuality.
The music’s driving beat, a com­
bination of spiritual emotion and 
back country foot stomping, nat­
urally elicits body movement. This 
sexually motivating beat can be 
evidensed in spiritual dances of the 
past and in today’s dance styles.
Author Ralph Korngold de­
scribes in his book “Citizen Tous- 
saint” the obvious sexuality of the 
“chica,” a popular dance of black 
voodooists in the eighteenth cen­
tury.
The dance orchestra, according 
to Mr. Korngold, was composed of 
two drums—one player beat fast, 
the other slow.
“At the commencement of the 
dance,” he continues, “the two 
sexes would face each other in two 
rows, some distance apart. Then 
the dancers would begin swaying 
slowly, in rhythm to the music. 
First, the shoulders, then the hips, 
finally the whole body would sway, 
twist and shake. Slowly the two 
rows would now advance towards 
each other.
“At last men and women, boys 
and girls, would stand face to face,
eye probing into eye. They would 
provoke, invite, taunt each other 
with look, gesture and movement— 
circle around each other, some 
times stopping to rub bellies and 
thighs together, after which they 
would recoil, as i f  violently re­
pulsed, or resoundingly slap each 
other’s buttocks.”
The chica, according to Mr. 
Korngold, was derived from a 
word of phallic origin. The mod­
ern names—rock ’n’ roll, jive, jazz 
—are all black synonyms for sex­
ual intercourse.
From its very conception, the 
rock or soul beat connoted sexual 
expression.
The onstage gyrations of Elvis 
Presley in the late 1950s may be 
interpreted as a sophisticated ver­
sion of the chica. The same might 
be said of the hitch hike, twist and 
jerk—dances of the early 1960s.
In the 1960s a subtle change be­
gan to evolve in the names given 
to rock and to the music’s lyrical 
content. The change may be seen 
as the white influence upon rock 
music.
The black names that connoted 
(Continued on Next Page)
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sex were changed to labels—folk, 
folk rock, country rock, country 
folk.
The movement away from sex­
ual names was accompanied by a 
move towards sexually suggestive 
lyrics.
When suggestiveness began to 
creep into the lyrics, the broad­
caster became directly involved. 
His assumed that responsibility to 
the community made him the po­
liceman of the air.
The policeman’s role is anything 
but an objective one, as suggested 
by Mr. Brown and Mr. Schoen. 
Each station has developed its own 
censorship policy.
“Louie, Louie,” by Rockin’ Robin 
Roberts, has become the symbol of 
first attempts to air suggestive 
lyrics. The sexual innuendos, how­
ever, were reserved for live per­
formances, and no suggestive ver­
sion of “Louie, Louie” was aired.
In 1962 Lou Christie recorded 
“Lightning Strikes Again,” the 
story of young love in a parked 
car. The original version made ref­
erence to the couple’s love “going 
too far” while the two are in the 
car. The record was taken from the 
air and released again with differ­
ent lyrics.
Also in 1962, “Breaking Up Is 
Hard to Do,” by Neil Sedaka, be­
came a hit. Mr. Sedaka sang:
“Remember when you held me 
tight
And we kissed all through the 
night.”
To this point, the suggestiveness 
appeared relatively mild and could 
be easily heard in the lyrics.
In 1964 the Beatles brought a 
new type of alleged suggestiveness 
to the air. John Lennon and Paul 
McCartney, according to Time 
magazine, wrote songs that could 
be interpreted, after careful anal­
ysis, as having sexual references.
“Day Tripper,” an apparently 
unoffensive song on the surface, 
may really be the story of a prosti­
tute who works by day, according 
to Time.
Time called the 1965- recording 
“Ticket to Ride” a tale of a kept 
mistress who chose to find some­
thing better. The Beatles sang:
“Says that living with me is 
bringing her down.
Say she’ll never be free as long 
as Pm ’round.
Oh! She’s got a ticket to ride,
She’s got a ticket to ride,
But she don’t care.
Don’t know why she’s riding so 
high.
She oughta think right.
She oughta do right by me.”
Frank Sinatra’s “Strangers in 
the Night,” Time says, may be in­
terpreted as a meeting between 
homosexuals.
Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul and 
Mary mockingly complained in “I 
Dig Rock ’n’ Roll Music” that the 
disc jockey would not play what
he wanted to say unless he “layed 
it between the lines.”
The changing attitudes of the 
late 1960s made it much easier for 
recording artists to say exactly 
what they wanted without burying 
the meaning between the lines.
The Rolling Stones became one 
of the first groups to without hid­
ing the meaning.
In the song “Satisfaction,” the 
Stone’s Mick Jagger grieves be­
cause the girl he chooses to make 
love with is in her menstrual cycle. 
Mr. Jagger sings:
“Tryin’ to make some girl 
And she tells me 
Baby, better come back,
Maybe next week,
’Cause you see,
I’m on a losing streak.”
In 1966 Question Mark and the 
Mysterians, a group whose ques­
tionable talent held no mystery, 
recorded “96 Tears.”
The “96” in the title refers to a 
“perverted” form of the figure 
“69,” which denotes, in slang, a 
couple performing simultaneous 
cunnilingus and fellatio. The lyrics 
tell about a man who explains:
“I ’m up here and she’s down 
there.”
But later, he cries “96 Tears,” 
because:
“Wait a minute now.
She’s up there,
And I’m way down here.”
The Beach Boy’s Brian Wilson 
exalted in 1966 the ability of his 
girl to give him “good vibrations” 
and “heavy excitations”
Not to be outdone, The Who, an 
English group, recorded “Hold on 
I’m Coming.”
In 1967, Donovan, an English 
folk singer known for his gentle 
folk ballads, surprised many of his 
listeners by talking in one of his
releases about a girl who “some­
times touches herself too much.”
That same year soul singer Are- 
that Franklin asked her man to 
“whip it to her,” a black term for 
sexual intercourse.
The year 1968 brought to fame 
Gary Puckett and the Union Gap, 
a group from Union Gap, Wash., 
that sold three gold records in a 
row.
In “This Girl Is A Women Now,” 
Puckett sings,
“This girl is a woman now.
She’s learned what it’s all about.
This girl is a woman now.
She’s learned how to give.”
Two years ago in the song, 
“Sweet Cream Ladies,” which tells 
a story of prostitutes, the Box Tops 
sang:
“Sweet cream ladies, forward 
march.
The world owes you a living.
Sweet cream ladies, do your part,
Think of what you’re giving
To the lost and lonely people of 
the night.
Out of need they seek direction 
for their life.
They will love you in the dark­
ness,
Take advantage of your stark­
ness,
And refuse to recognize you in 
the light.”
Cream, another English group, 
recorded “Sunshine of Your Love” 
in 1968. Eric Clapton, lead singer, 
tells his girl he will make love with 
her from sundown to sunrise. He 
sings:
“I’ll soon be with you to give 
you may dark surprise . . .
I’ll be with you, darling,now.
I’ll be with you ’til my seas are 
all dried out.”
Marilee Rush and The Turna­
bouts, a Seattle-based group, sold
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a million copies of “Angel in The 
Morning,’’ a big 1968 hit.
In the song, Mrs. Rush tells her 
lover he need not feel obligated to 
stay with her forever, just for the 
night. When he questions her age, 
she says:
“I see no need to take me home. 
I ’m old enough to stay ’til 
dawn.”
The “bubble gum” groups, who 
direct their music towards young 
teenagers, have also been accused 
of singing suggestive lyrics.
The 1910 Fruit Gum Co. sings in 
“1, 2, 3, Red Light:”
“Everytime I make a move to 
love you,
1, 2, 3 Red light,
You stop me,
Baby, every night 
1, 2, 3 Red light,
Baby, it ain’t right.” 
Suggestiveness was also predom­
inant last year.
The Beatles recorded “Come To­
gether” and ‘Why Don’t We Do It 
In The Road.”
Under the alias “Plastic Ono 
Band,” John Lennon recorded “The 
Ballad of John and Oko,” in which 
he complains, “Christ, it ain’t 
easy,” and “Give Peace A Chance,” 
in which he comments on faggots 
and masturbation.
A new group, Crow, chastised an 
“Evil Woman,” because she ac­
cused a man of fathering her child, 
even though she knows he did not 
conceive it. The group sings:
“Now I know what you’re look­
ing for.
You want be to claim this child 
that you bore.”
The Stones came back in 1969 
with “Honky Tonk Woman,” a lady 
who, Mr. Jagger says, “She blew 
my nose, and then she blew my 
mind.” Nose, in English slang, is a 
phallic symbol.
In “Lay, Lady, Lay,” one of Bob 
Dylan’s latest releases, the bal- 
ladeer sings:
“Lay, lady, lay,
Lay across my big brass bed.
Stay with your man a while.
Until the break of dawn.
Let me see you make him smile.
His clothes are dirty,
But, his hands are clean
And you’re the best thing he’s 
ever seen.”
(Continued on Next Page)
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Editor’s note: This weekly column 
will look at campus happenings 
which were reported by the Mon­
tana Kaimin 50, 25 and 10 years 
ago during the week of April 27 
to May 1.
By RONNENE ANDERSON
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
1920
•  A Montana Kaimin editorial 
criticized the University for neg­
lecting a row of little evergreen 
trees near the Natural Science 
Building, which were “the memo­
rials of University service men 
who made the supreme sacrifice.”
•  The financial condition of the
University may necessitate the 
closure of all schools, the Dean of 
Students said. /
•  Fifty freshmen males painted 
the “M” in two and one-half hours, 
and were fed supper by freshman 
coeds afterwards.
•  Juniors were required to pay 
$3 dues to finance the Junior Prom.
•  Forty-nine students will grad­
uate from the University this 
spring, the Kaimin said.
1945
•  The excitement surrounding 
student body elections reached its
peak when a round of pistol shots 
was fired around Upper Univer­
sity Avenue, waking coeds in sev­
eral nearby sorority houses, the 
Montana Kaimin reported.
•  A Kaimin editorial asked, 
“Should we allow Missoula County 
High School students to invade the 
University, lounge in our Student 
Union Building and crash our so­
cial functions?”
•  The Kaimin offered space in 
the paper to any group with a 
feasible idea for general Univer­
sity betterment.
•  A student complained to the 
Kaimin that the University Health 
Service was disqualifying male 
students from playing baseball be­
cause of minor physical defects.
1960
•  Alienation, affection and adul­
tery were discussed in an appel­
late moot court session organized 
by freshman law students.
•  Central Board threatened to 
“cut off the in ksupply of the Kai- 
min’s editorial pen” because of 
controversial editorials.
•  An irate male student wrote 
the Kaimin complaining that he 
had found a house fly in his dum­
pling soup at the Food Service.
Lyrics find freedom
(Continued from Previous Page)
Stay while the night is still 
ahead.
I long to see you in the day light.
I  long to reach for you in the 
night.”
In ‘Tonight I’ll Be With You,” 
another Dylan song, the writer 
sings:
“Throw my ticket out the win­
dow.
My suit case, too.
Set my shoes out the door.
I don’t need them any more, be­
cause
Tonight I’ll be staying here with 
you.”
In “Whole Lotta Love” by Led 
Zeppelin, the lead singer croons:
“I’m gonna give you every inch 
of my love.”
He then offers a ten-second, 
simulated orgasm.
Paul Revere and the Raiders’ 
latest offering, “Just Seventeen,”
Pantzer to give 
inaugural talk
President Robert T. Pantzer has 
left for Groton, N.Y., where he will 
deliver an inaugural address at 
Tompkins - Cortland Community 
College tomorrow.
The speech will honor Hushang 
Bahar, a UM graduate who was 
recently appointed president of the 
New York school.
Mr. Bahar, a native of Iran, 
earned B.A. and M.A. degrees in 
sociology at UM in 1954 and 55. 
Prior to his appointment at Tomp- 
kins-Cortland, he was director of 
graduate studies at Ithaca College, 
Ithaca, N.Y.
presents the public with the legal 
consequences a man must face 
when choosing to have a sexual 
relationship with an under-aged 
girl. Lead singer Mark Lindsay 
says,
“I  was lying in bed about a 
quarter to four,
When I heard a knock on the 
door.
Before my eyes, there stood an 
angel.
Just Seventeen, but she looked 
fine.
Just Seventeen, and that’s a 
crime.
These songs are only a small 
sample of alleged suggestive­
ness that has been or is being aired 
on the nation’s radio stations.
The rules governing what each 
station will air have always been 
sketchy, at most, as indicated by 
Mr. Brown and Mr. Schoen.
Unless the FCC passes new leg­
islation, these broadcast guidelines 
will continue to be subjectively 
employed by each station manager, 
who, with his own personal biases, 
will program what his and the na­
tional tastes dictate, but at the 
sametime he will attempt to retain 
listeners and advertisers.
Moving Sale
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News from  other u’s
Students caught with explosives
By CONRAD YUNKER 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
T e x a s  Southern University— 
Three students described by police 
as “militants” were arrested with 
50 pounds of dynamite, 100 blast­
ing caps and 400 feet of fuse.
They were charged with poses- 
sion of a bomb and held under 
$15,000 bond each.
The 3 students—who told police 
they intended to blow up some tree 
stumps—were arrested after police 
agents observed them taking the 
explosives to one student’s house.
Houston police detective M. L. 
Singleton said the materials had
the Missoula Community Hospital 
following a brief illness.
Mr. Shallenberger, 80, was a UM 
faculty member from 1923 until his 
retirement in 1960. He became 
chairman of the Physics Depart­
ment in 1945. In 1954 he resigned 
as chairman but remained as a 
member of the department until 
1960.
In the late 1950’s Mr. Shallen­
berger was employed by the Roc­
ket Dyne Co. of Los Angeles as a 
research physcist on a secret 
NASA project.
Services are at 10:30 a.m. today
not been rigged in the form of a 
bomb, but the three would be 
charged with posession anyway.
“It’s not very common to blow 
stumps up with dynamite unless 
you’re going to do it in front of 
the police station,” he said.
★  ★  ★
Washington State University—A 
proposal to allow 21-year-olds to 
store liquor in dormitory rooms has 
been given approval by the WSU 
student government—but student 
president Brian Benzel holds little 
hope for the measure’s enactment.
Benzel said the issue—recom­
mended by residence halls authori-
at Squire-Simmons-Carr Funeral 
Home. Burial will be in the Mis­
soula Cemetery.
ties—“doesn’t stand a chance with 
the Board of Regents.”
Dean of Students Robert Ewalt 
opposed the measure, citing what 
he called “unanswered questions” 
about the possible involvement of 
minors.
★  ★  ★
University of Utah—Campaign­
ing as a write-in candidate, UU 
student Don Brady snared the 
presidency of the Associated Wom­
en Students.
Brady promised to strengthen 
the women’s organization, hoping 
to counter recent attempts to abol­
ish it. He also appointed four as­
sistants—all male—to aid him in 
his work with women’s liberation.
“I’m looking forward to heading 
up women’s liberation in the fu­
ture. With men in office the move­
ment will take the direction in 
which it should go,” Brady said.
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We’llsend you the $1.69 size of Playtext 
first-day™ tampons for only 504.
You get more than two months’ supply free.
There’s no other tampon like 
Playtex. Outside, soft and silky, 
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra 
absorbent, it even protects on 
your first day. That’s why we 
call it the first-day tampon.
In every lab test against the 
old cardboardy kind, the
•Based on the average woman's use of ten ta
l------------------ -— 1------------------------------------------------
Here’s 50C for my more than two months’ supply of Playtex tampons. 
Send in a plain brown wrapper, please.
Playtex tampon was always 
more absorbent. Actually 45%  
more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular 
tampon because of the unique 
way it’s made. Actually adjusts 
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out, 
protects every inside
Inch of you.
Once you try it, we think 
you’ll love it. That’s why we’re 
making you this special "two 
months free” offer.
So go ahead. Use the coupon 
and get more than two months’ 
supply free.
□  Regular □  Super
City. -Z ip .
Mail coupon to: International Playtex Corporation, Dept. 550, P 0  
?ox2205, Wilmington, Delaware 19899. Offer expires August 31. 
1970. Please allow four weeks for delivery.
i---------------------------------------------------- : --------------------------------- 1
tPlaytex la the trademark of International Playtex Corp., Dover, Del. e  1969 International Playtex Corp.
A w ait conference m eet
JACK CLOHERTY £ 3  
jock-in-the-box
Bats turn Fizzlies
back to Grizzlies
This year’s version of UM’s varsity baseball still isn’t quite 
as good as many state legion versions, but it sure is an improve­
ment on the side-splitting humor of previous squads.
In fact, diamond coach Lem Elway thinks his team has a shot 
at the Big Sky title.
Another Mets’ rags-to-riches story here at UM? Can’t you 
picture coeds carting off chunks of the outfield grass as sou­
venirs?
“Not to many people think we can do it,” Elway said, “but 
who thought the Mets would? We definitely have a chance, the 
players this year realize that the Grizzly baseball team can do 
something but lose.”
What they have been doing is hitting. In past seasons, Elway 
said, hitting was needed desperately. Lack of hitting affected 
the pitchers’ performances and the defense. This year it’s dif­
ferent. The Grizzlies boast some big sticks.
One of the most consistent has been Mike Hoonan, Elway 
said. Mike, like all good leadoff men, knows how to get on base 
and score once he’s there. Hoonan is the leader of the club on 
the field, according to Elway.
Jeff Hoffman is the Grizzly clean-up hitter and has been 
cleaning up to the tune of .357 on opponents pitching. Elway 
says Hoffman’s average will jump to .400 once he starts seeing 
some good, fast pitching.
Elway praised several others for their performances at the 
plate, including outfielder Ken Wise and third baseman Marty 
Frustaci.
Elway claims that the Tips can “hit like the Redlegs and fight 
like the Mets.” What about defense and pitching?
“John Kidd and Les Parks are two of the three best pitchers 
in the league, we need more work on our defense, but not be­
hind the plate. Roger Nielson is the best defensive catcher in 
the league,” Elway said.
The Grizzlies, who won only seven games last season and 
only two in the conference, go into league play tomorrow 
against MSU with an 11-9 record. Elway says the teams to beat 
in tjie confer^pce are ^jjeber State and G o n ra ^  The Tira nlay 
Goijzaga in a tj^inbilJ^ii Spokanegind meet Y^ber here t f  e HSisJ 
game of the season. That game could be a mighty big one.
Besides better material and attitude, it’s obvious that the 
team has better coaching. Elway, a graduate student, has given 
the team the small things that win big games. Yet he claims 
that the team needs a full-time coach.
“I don’t know if I will be here next year or not,” he said. “A 
good program needs continuity.”
The reason the squad does not have a full-time mentor is, of 
course, money. Money is always lacking; several games this 
year had to be cancelled because the physical plant lacked the 
green to erect a backstop. The athletic department finally had 
to handle it.
Scholarships for baseball are practically non-existent. Yet 
the team is now winning, something not many Grizzly baseball 
teams have done, and something that all involved can take 
pride in.
State’s first rugby tomorrow
Sports history will be made here 
tomorrow afternoon when the 
first rugby match ever to be 
played in Montana will take place 
on the rugby pitch behind the 
Field House at 3:30. The UM rug­
by team will take on the Univer­
sity of Calgary Stags. Rugby was 
first played in Missoula in the fall 
of 1968. The team has been prac­
ticing hard for this game and they 
hope to avenge last year’s loss to
Calgary, Joseph Millichap, UM 
English instructor and advisor to 
the team said. The men sched­
uled to play tomorrow are:
Bruce Beatty, Chris Daer, Dean 
Dempsey, Gary Gobranski, Martin 
Hovan, Ken Jones, Les Kent, Dar­
rell Kruzen, Richard Langdon, Hal 
Luttschwager, Bruce Metcalf, Vint 
Mougey, Gregg Paresa, Mark Pep­
pier, John Taloluta, Tuufuli Upe- 
resa and Henry Bird.
It would be a draw between 
Weber and UM for the Big Sky 
track championship if the confer­
ence meet was tomorrow, track 
coach Harley Lewis, said yester­
day. -
The meet, however, is not until 
May 15 and 16 in Ogden, Utah.
Based on a listing of leading 
competitors in the Big Sky pub­
lished in the Spokesman Review, 
Lewis determines on a point sys­
tem how the Grizzlies stack up if 
the conference bests were the re­
sults. On a 6-4-3 point basis, not 
accounting for also-ran perform­
ances of 4th and 5th, the Grizzlies 
and Weber would be tied at 77 
points. Idaho State University 
would have 60, Montana State Uni­
versity 17, and University of Ida­
ho, 4.
“A list of Big Sky bests may be 
deceiving,” the cinder coach said. 
“A couple of years ago we went to 
the Big Sky meet with the two best 
men in the conference in one par­
ticular event and only got second 
and third.”
The Grizzlies came out of the 
slump they were in at the begin­
ning of the season, Lewis said. Bad 
weather hampered practice and 
competitors had the advantage of 
indoor tracks. The Grizzlies’ real 
strength is the depth of the team 
indicated by second and third 
places listed compared to the re­
maining teams of the conference, 
Lewis said.
Three Grizzly trackmen are pro­
jected to come in one-two-three in 
the mile. Grizzly miler Ray Velez 
runs it in 4:16.5 and is the favorite. 
Duane Spethman is number two 
runner with Dick Miller expected 
third. Roy Robinson leads the con­
ference competitors in the high 
hurdles with a time of 14.2 as his 
best performance of the season.
Montana’s 440 and mile relays 
have the second leading times as 
seasonal bests in the conference.
“A lo|r oan chrag^pbetwqf n now 
and the dfcnferea* meet. ’» Lewis 
said. **  ■ •
Lewis split the team and sent 
fifteen members to Provo, Utah to 
compete in the Beehive Invitation­
al tomorrow hosted by Brigham 
Young University. The remainder 
of the squad travels to Kalispell to
| Intramurals |
Tee-off times for the Golf tour­
nament may be picked up at the 
Men’s Gym. The tournament will 
be Sunday.
Coed golf rosters are due today. 
The tournament will be May 10. A 
$1 entry fee per player must be 
turned in with the rosters.
The tennis tournament will be 
May 16 and 17.
Today’s schedule:
4 p.tn.
Bustenhalters vs. RA’s, Field 1. 
Forester’s X vs. Griff & the Boys 
Field 2.
5 p.m.
SPE Nads vs. Class C, Field 1. 
ROTC vs. Bruce Borge’s Bunk- 
heads, Field 2.
6 p.m.
Ebony Omegas vs. Dawg Foak- 
ers, Field 1.
Foresters X vs. Bruce Borge’s 
Bunkheads, Field 2.
DSP vs. SAE, Field 3.
SN vs. ATO, Field 4.
run against MSU, Northern Idaho, 
Northern Montana, Carroll and 
Montana Tech tomorrow.
In Provo, Lewis expects tough 
competition for a list of Montana 
sprinters and hurdlers. Besides 
BYU, Utah, Utah State and Idaho 
State will compete.
Roy Robinson, Bill Zins, Bob 
Zins and Keith Kerbel will be the 
440 relay team. Bill Nebel, Dick 
Koontz and Barry Mortenson are 
entered in the hurdles.
George Cook, freshman distance 
runner, is entered in his first high­
ly competitive steeplechase, the 
track mentor said. Lewis expects 
the young runner to finish in a 
good enough position to qualify for 
national competition.
Wade Jacobsen, Duane Speth­
man, Dick Miller, A1 Joscelyn, and 
Ray Velez will run the long races 
for Montana. Jacobsen will have to 
run the tough 3-mile in a large 
field of quality runners. Velez will 
run the mile as will Spethman and 
Miller. Joscelyn, Miller and Velez 
will compete in the 880.
Shot putter Mark Doane will also
perform for the Grizzlies in Provo.
Stan Buresh, a freshman, will 
compete against varsity trackmen 
in the pole vault. “His heights are 
good,” Lewis said, “considering his 
best ones were in a snowstorm.” 
Buresh has cleared 14’6”, second 
highest in the Big Sky conference. 
Lewis has the freshman working on 
a heavier pole and he is clearing 
the bar with room to spare, even 
though he’s still afraid of the faster 
snap, Lewis said.
WES STRANAHAN’S
Missoula Typewriter 
Company
523 S. Higgins 
Electric, standard and 
portable typewriter repair 
electric shaver repair 
Serving Western Montana 
Since 1947
fjACUJLL
Hand-Painted
Polyester
Knits
GRACE’S FABRIC SHOPS
Florence Hotel Building and Holiday Village 
~----- r n n n n n n rnwriTrniiiiniM
Just don’t sit around, take you  da te  to
HARRY’S A&W
n . . . where you ’ll find  
tha t favorite size of 
BURGER an d varie ty  
of MILK SHAKES
HARRY’S A&W
1256 W. BROADWAY
RECRUITING U CONCERNING U
TODAY
■ ^ - B a k e r s f i e l d  (Calif.) City 
School District will interview 
teaching candidates for the 1970- 
71 school year for positions in 
elementary and special education.
Livingston Public S c h o o l s  
will interview teaching candidates 
for the 1970-71 school year for po­
sitions in elementary and second­
ary education.
■fe Valier Public Schools will in­
terview secondary e d u c a t i o n  
teaching candidates for the 1970- 
71 school year.
Arlee Public Schools will in­
terview secondary education teach­
ing candidates for the 1970-71 
school year.
■fr Intermediate Education Dis­
trict of Grant County, Canyon 
City, Oregon, will interview teach­
ing candidates for the 1970-71 
school year for positions in ele­
mentary and secondary education 
and for two positions as superin­
tendents.
MONDAY
■ft Brady Public Schools will in­
terview teaching candidates for 
the 1970-71 school year for posi­
tions in secondary education.
Calling U
APO, 8 p.m. Sunday, UC 360.
Hunters’ take not small 
Hunters kill nearly 130,000 deer, 
elk, antelope, bear, moose and 
mountain goats annually in Mon­
tana.
C L A S S IF IE D  ADS
D eadlines: Noon the day preceding publications.
Each line (5 words average) firs t insertion----------------------------------------- .20#
Each consecutive insertion---- --------------------------------------------------------------3 *10#
(No change in  copy in  consecutive insertion)
If  erro rs are  m ade in advertisem ent, im m ediate notice m ust be given the 
publishers since we are  responsible fo r only one incorrect insertion.
No advertising will be accepted from  agencies known to discrim inate on 
grounds of race or national origin.
1. LOST AND FOUND 
LOST, WHITE UM spiral notebook con­
tain ing  Environm ental Geology notes. 
If  found, please call Tim Sm ith 549- 
3601. 89-4c
3. PERSONALS_______________
GIRL NEEDS room m ate by May 2, 728-
1317. Evenings. ___________  91-2c
HAPPIEST OF all on your 21st Buhda, 
love Ron.
CUSTOM TIE dye, any color, cheap.
phone 549-4502.
19. WANTED TO BUY
4. IRONING
3. TYPING
21. FOR SALE
IRONING. M en's shirts. 20# each. Pants 
30? each. 640-0547, 801 South. 3rd W. 
A partm ent 9. __________________ 75-tfc
TYPING. Mrs. Hom er Williamson. 239
D earborn Ave. 549-7818. 79-tfc
TYPING. Six years legal experience.
728-3648.______ [________________75-tfc
TYPING. Fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236._______________________ 15-ttc
TYPING. Mrs. K athleen H arper. 728- 
4793.   75-tfc
CHEVROLET TRANSMISSION, th ree  
speed. $35. Phone 549-9009, Ask for
Rik.______________________________ 91-2c
STEREOPHONIC tape, record p layer 
for sale. Speakers, tapes included 777-
PENTAX H3V, Super-T akum ar lense, 
1:18/55, $120: Lunasix lightm eter, $40; 
L. L. B ean’s flyrod, reel, $20. 542-0283.
___________________________________91-3
LIGHT BROWN w iglet w orn only th ree  
tim es. Also long brow n sw itch h a ir  
piece in beautifu l condition. Phone 549- 
4030. 91-2c
TYPING. 549-0251.
EXPERIENCED TYPING and editing 
Mrs. Don Berg, 112 Agnes. 543-5286 210 HART JAVELINS. 549-8580. 90-3c
THREE BEDROOM house on East Beck­
with. $3,200 assum es loan balance of 
$17,900. 543-6545 o r 243-5492._______ 90-3c
16. AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE 
1970 AMX GOLDEN-Lime color, w ith 
stereo and AC. 4-speed, 360 cu. in. 
P erfect condition. Call 549-0951. 91-4c
MOUNTAIN BOOTS, K astinger Size 7- 
8, $15. Slacks, black wool, alm ost new 
size 33,33. $8. 549-3994 afternoons, eve- 
nings.____________________________ 89-4c
1967 T-BIRD. All pow er including air.
Low miles, 100% w arran tey  $1,975. 
Call 5 4 9 -6 4 3 3 .__________________ 90-4c
1967 SPORT FURY convertible. Con­
sole, autom atic. Vinyl buckets, 383 
engine, 37,000 miles. $1,500, call 549-6433.
________________ ______________ 90-4c
1966 MUSTANG convertible. 289, 4-bar- 
rel, 4-speed. Mags. Call 243-4984, ask 
fo r Ben o r 728-4338 afte r 6 p.m. 90-3c
be appreciated. $1,625. See a t 93 C hry-
sler P lym outh.___________________90-4c
1966 VOLKSWAGON BUS. Outstanding, 
26,000 actual miles. $1,350. Call 549-
6433._____________________________90-4c
1966 RANCHERO Pickup. Big 6, au to ­
m atic. 18,000 local ow ner miles. $1,- 
275. Phone 549-6433. 90-4c
17. CLOTHING
SEWING. Phone 9-7780 a fte r  3
LOOKING FOR longer lea ther fringe?
We have it! New shipm ent leathers 
lu st arrived. L eather hats, $8.95, one 
inch beaded head bands $2.50. Tanned 
wolskins $10. Kyi-Yo W estern Store, 
Arlee, M ontana. 9:30 to 6 p.m. week 
days, 12 to  6 p.m. Sundays.______ 92-Sc
TWO 14” E.T. mags. F it Chevy, small 
Buick and Pontiac. $27 each. 243-
2740._____________________________ 92-3c
GRUNDIG CONSOLE stereo, th ree  feet 
long, 20 inches high. 9 inch legs. 4 
band radio. O utput jacks for recording 
and ex te rna l speakers $100. Call 549- 
8272 a fte r  6 p.m._________________92-4c
22. FOR RENT
ALTERATIONS. EXPERIENCED. Both 
m en’s and wom en's clothing. 543-8184.
_________________________________75-tfc
MAKE BRIDE’S and bridesm aid’s veils 
and headdresses, specially styled. 543- 
7503. 75-tfc
p.m.
75-tfc
18. MISCELLANEOUS
TWO BEDROOM furnished  house for 
re n t  over the  summ er, $105 per 
m onth. 819 Oak St. 549-0862. 91-4c
TWO BEDROOM basem ent apartm ent.
Children welcome, utilities included. 
Available May 15th. Phone 542-0149. 
__________________________________89-4c
24. JOBS AVAILABLE
STUDENT attending  sum m er school 
w anted to work a t  Convenient Food 
M arket. Experience necessary. M ust be 
over 21. Contact Ray Johnson. 90-3c 
SOCIAL-ECONOMIC D evelopm ent Em­
ploym ent opportunities. N ationw ide 
directories of positions. All relevant 
fields. A ccurate, cu rrent, inexpensive 
inform ation, w rite : Sociocom. Box 317, 
H arvard  Square x, P. O., Cambridge, 
Mass. 02138.______________________ 87-11
28. MOTORCYCLES
NEW CULOTTES. K ay’s, 515 University.
_________________________________ 90-3c
STEREO SICK? Tired of the  establish­
m ent's  service? Call Dean 728-4898.
________________  89-4c
CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING. 3 p.m. to 
7 a.m. Crisis Center. 543-8277. 75-ttc 
SAVE 30% on application photographs.
$7.95 p e r dozen. F or a lim ited tim e 
only. Phone 543-8239 for appointm ent. 
A lbert H. Ham. P hotographer. 75-tfc 
RUMMAGE SALE, 309 M iller, S a tu r­
day._____________________________92-1
BE ORDAINED by reputable  church.
Legal, ethical. F ree will donation of 
$5 or m ore brings m inister’s license. 
Simplified inform ation. F irst Universal 
Life Church. Box 383, Missoula. 92-2c
1968 YAMAHA Endoro. 1,800 miles. 250 
cc. b e tte r  than  excellent condition.
Two helm ets and tra ile r. 728-3761. 91-1
1965 RIVERSIDE m otorcycle 125cc. See 
a fte r  6 p.m. weekdays or anytim e on
w eekends a t 620 East Sussex.____ 88-5c
1969 HONDA TRAIL 90. Call 243-2717.
_________________________________ 89-4c
MOTORCYCLE PARTS: Most m akes
and models. Mike Tingley, M otorcy­
cles. Snowmobiles. 2110 South, Avenue
West. 549-4260.___________________ 85-tfc
1969 KAWASAKI 238 cc tra il  m otorcy­
cle. Call 543-7594 evenings a fte r  7:30. 
__________________________________ 92-3
1966 IMP ALA super sport convertible. 
PSPV, excellent condition $1,295. 549-
2084. 92-5c
•  The Christian Science organ­
ization will have an open testi­
mony meeting Sunday at 7 p.m. 
in M103.
•  College Y o u n g  Democrats 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Monday in 
UC 360.
•  The Wesley Foundation will 
have a picnic Sunday at 5:30 at 
1327 Arthur Avenue. There is a 
50-cent charge.
•  The Smoke Ring will present 
the satirical review, “Beyond the 
Fringe,” at the Melting Pot coffee 
house today and tomorrow at 10 
p.m.
•  English poet William Butler 
will recite today at 4 p.m. in LA 
11.
•  Black poet Mike Harper, who
was scheduled to recite poetry 
Monday, has cancelled his appear­
ance.
•  Dates for the 1970-71 social 
calendar are due in the Dean of 
Students office today.
•  The Collegiate Chorale will 
present a free concert Sunday eve­
ning at 8:15.
•  The drama department will 
present “Indians” and “The Sub­
committee” today at 4 p.m. in the 
Masquer Theater.
•  Applications are being ac­
cepted for the Study Abroad pro­
gram in LA 257.
•  Maurice Nfetanson, philosophy 
professor at Cowell College, Santa 
Cruz, Calif, will speak about “The 
Problem of Conceptual Nihilism”
at 8:15 Monday night in the Music 
Recital Hall.
•  Five senior journalism stu­
dents were initiated into Kappa 
Tau Alpha, national society hon­
orary, last week. They are Nedra 
Bayne, Jan Davis, Louise Fenner, 
Charles Johnson and Marilyn Pelo.
•  Philip Tawney, junior in po­
litical science, has received the Na­
tional Science Foundation Award 
and will attend a two-month poli­
tical behavior institute this sum­
mer at Colorado State University.
•  Applications for Academic Af­
fairs Commission are available in 
the ASUM office.
•  Persons wishing to tour Warm 
Springs state hospital may meet 
tomorrow at 9 a.m. at the UCCF 
house, 430 University Ave.
Brush control dependent 
on 2-4-D, Morris contends
The herbicide 2-4-D is used as 
an effective control of sagebrush 
in range management, Melvin 
Morris, professor of forestry, said 
Wednesday night.
Mr. Morris gave the tenth lec­
ture in the Man’s Environmental 
Challenge series held in the UC 
Montana Rooms.
Mr. Morris described range man­
agement programs in which sage­
brush is destroyed and grass al­
lowed to grow to obtain the ulti­
mate benefit of the available acres.
In recent tests by the Food and 
Drug Administration, the herbi­
cide has been shown to contain 
toxic elements which have caused 
embryonic deformations in chick­
ens.
Sagebrush is sometimes the re­
sult of a deteriorating environ­
ment, he said.
A. grass covet, Mr. Morris ex­
plained, will hold the soil better, 
provide a greater watershed and 
support more animal life than 
sagebrush.
Mr. Morris said 150,000 acres 
were converted in Nevada from 
sagebrush to crested wheatgrass. 
Instead of supporting a cow for
one month on 40 acres, the new 
grass cover could support the cow 
for one month on one or two acres, 
he said.
“It is a case of determining what 
a person wants from the land and 
then selecting the tools to accom­
plish the task,” Mr. Morris said.
BIG SALE
Tapes, Cassettes, 
Albums
THROUGH SATURDAY
Sound Shack
835 S. Higgins
B A I L
543-5623
Boys . . .
you can get into trouble 
for taking out certain 
girls. If you do, remem­
ber . . , contact
John A. Duncan
for
B O N D S
543-4828
Got something to sell—a message to tell. Let the Mighty 
Midget work for you with Montana Kaimin Want-Ads.
Mighty Midget's Ad-O-Gram
Just write your ad, only one word per square, below. Fill 
in coupon at bottom of Ad-O-Gram. Fold the Ad-O-Gram 
and bring it to the Kaimin business office or mail it to 
the Mighty Midget in care of the Kaimin.
Write One Word in Each Square COST COLUMN AT RIGHT
ONE LINE
1 d a y -----------20#
2 d a y s -------- 30#
3 d a y s _____ 40#
TWO LINES
1 day ---------- 40#
2 days --------  60#
3 days ___  . 80#
4 days __  *1.00
THREE LINES
1 d a y ------  60#
2 d a y s --------90*
3 days ____ $1.20
4 days _ $1.50
FOUR LINES
1 day ______  80#
2 d a y s ___ $1.20
3 days ___  $1.60
4 d a y s _____ $2.00
Your Name
S tree t Address
City and  S tate
Run My Ad__________________________ Times
Starting _________________________________
■
]
monttma review
Missoula, Montana 59801 THE M O N T A N A  K A IM IN 'S  LOOK AT THE TIMES F it ,  May 1, 1970 
Vol. 72, No. 92
T h e  C o m p a n y
Editor’s note: The following statments arc excerpts from a 
March 12 letter written to Anaconda Company employees by 
Martin K. Hannifin, general manager of Anaconda’s Montana 
operations.
“In the present high tide of criticism it is apparent that we 
need to reassure people, starting with the basies. One, they 
should know that we are not going to build anything without 
full consideration of pollution controls and the environment. 
Two, we are not going to build anything without prior approval, 
under the law, by the proper governmental agencies, and we 
are in accord with this.
“Anaconda is not a “Johnny-come-lately” in the field of pollu­
tion controls. We have been conducting environmental quality 
programs for decades, ranging from water purification and con­
trol of dust and emissions into the air to such projects as the 
landscaping of tailing dikes in the desert.
“The Clark Fork river is one example. We were probably the 
first to make any serious effort about pollution in the river. 
We started our settling pond system long before there was a 
Water Pollution Act in Montana; we do meet the present stand­
ards for the river, and are working to meet the new standards 
which become effective in 1972.”
“So we have done a lot in the past. Yes, we have more, much 
more, to do in the future. We are working at it, utilizing the 
best abilities and knowledge for a rational and effective pro­
gram.
“Some of the coming standards on air emissions in Montana 
we cannot immediately meet, not in the present state of tech­
nology and science. This is not to say that they are not desire- 
able goals—and we ill make every effort to ultimately reach 
them—but this is one case where it takes more than well-inten­
tioned regulation to bring about an immediate change.
“Like our fellow citizens we are concerned about the quality 
of the environment. We are also concerned about producing 
metals which our nation needs for its protection and standard 
of living and which Montana needs as part of a healthy econ­
omy. We believe that we can work out to the satisfaction of 
most people a combination of these two worlds, good enviorn- 
ment and good industry, and that it would be tragic for Mon­
tana to do otherwise.
“We will be giving you more information from time to time 
and will appreciate your support in speaking up for our com­
pany whenever the occasion arises.”
K r a f t
(Photos by Gordon Lemon and Don Dodge)
By MIKE BROOKE 
Special to the Montana Kaimin
Upon the birth of the audiovisual 
world many artists became enam­
oured of what will certainly be 
termed, if mankind lasts long 
enough to regain some sanity, 
“nothing art.”
These art forms ignore the tra ­
ditional meaning of creativity, 
which says art must achieve some 
new value, perception, insight or 
direction which then enters the 
public domain.
Many contemporary artists pro­
claim their credo as different, per­
sonal and often anything they can 
get away with, which at times 
verges on the state of nothing.
This nihility was forced onto the 
sick 60s by the art world’s direc­
torate of critics, dealers and mu­
seum clerks. They created new 
languages to explain why mass- 
produced blowups of Campbell 
Soup can labels (pop) are signifi­
cant, why optical illusion (Op) is 
worth a fortune a doodle, and why 
a half-burned mattress, a dirty 
and paint-splotched quilt, barrels 
welded haphazardly in a pile, rail­
road ties hung together, and other 
nightmares can make “an extraor­
dinary statement.”
But the 60s may have only been 
a sneak preview of the 70s if the 
young artists coming of age are an 
omen.
An age in which history records 
only the bare facts, in black and 
white, without bias, in lifeless obit­
uary form, without human feeling, 
with computer-like c o 1 d n e s s— 
causes the nothing artists to ex­
plode with what Alexander Fried, 
a San Francisco critic, lauds as 
“grotesqueries.”
M ontana Kaim in photo (Larry Clawson) 
‘Sady Crutch Lady Game’ is an 
example of Dana’s sewing and 
stuffing.
KAIMIN
CLASSIFIED
ADS
WORK!
20(J a line 1st insertion 
10$f a line each consecu­
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The grotesqueries he had in 
mind, as it happens, came from two 
young University of Montana art­
ists, Ben and Dana Sams.
The work of this likeable couple 
is a cut above tin cans but still 
within the mainstream of avant 
garde art. Ben, a Missoulian, is 
long-haired, dark, aesthetic looking 
in his lean tallness. Maxi-coated 
Dana, his talkative wife from Cho- 
teau, has dark eyes and long flow­
ing black hair; she already has a 
Master of Fine Arts degree and 
uses cloth scultpure as her medium 
of expression.
To rescue their work from the 
drowning vortex of nothing art, 
Ben and Dana like to characterize 
their art as a “semi-functional” 
outgrowth of abstract expression­
ism (expression through subcon­
scious, personalized symbols) that 
avoids verging into the “crockery 
school” of functionalism.
While Ben is busy kneading clay, 
Dana sews, stuffs, letters, paints, 
streaks, mutilates or otherwise 
makes sofa and chair covers, some­
times pillows and clothes, which 
vaguely resemble a stuffed flag 
married to a flat quilt—things one 
can imagine viewing in an art gal­
lery, but not living with.
Ben says, “This functional bit is 
a carryover from the days when
the ceramic department, if it exist­
ed at all, was under the mothering 
wing of Home Ec. Nothing was 
produced but usable eating ware. 
This is still the case today, even in 
the art department mostly pots are 
produced.”
Ben says their works’ usefulness 
is accidental.
“We struggle to express our­
selves for ourselves. It’s an instinct 
stronger than survival,” he says.
Artists eat knowledge, digest it 
into symbols, and out it comes in 
the form of an artistic creation. It’s 
beautiful because it happens to and 
in the artist, becoming him.”
When puzzled people ask Ben, 
“What’s this thing mean?” it exas­
perates him.
The artists’ retreat to a highly 
personal world of private symbols 
typifies a trend found in all of the 
art forms.
In sum, Ben and Dana have a 
comfortable, unbeatable, self-serv­
ing definition for art: “Anything is 
art if it is in the proper context.”
“Times place different values on 
sculpture,” Ben says.
Rudy Autio, ceramics depart­
ment chairman, calls the statue of 
a Greek throwing a discuss, which 
adorns the west entrance to the 
men’s gym, ‘Boy with a Frisbee.’ ”
M ontana K aim in photo (L arry  Clawson) 
Ben classifies his ‘Hot Drink Mug’ as semi-functional art.
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M ontana K aim in photo (L arry  Clawson) 
Ben’s ‘little girl figure’ is decorative art.
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By RICHARD BANGS
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
Football players at the Univer­
sity are under constant pressure to 
maintain their eligibility, accord­
ing to assistant football coach Ron 
Nord. His office serves as coordin­
ating point for the counseling ef­
forts of football coaches.
The pressure may be subtle, such 
as a relaxed talk on the practice 
field, or direct, such as the sign up 
sheet which some football players 
are asked to sign each morning as 
a check to insure their attendance 
in class.
Records of each student on the 
football squad are kept in a file 
in Mr. Nord’s office. These records 
include the student’s transcript, his 
courses, the grade point he must 
obtain to stay eligible for the team 
and his overall GPA.
If the student is having trouble, 
a conference is held and his prob­
lems discussed. The problems may 
be academic, such as difficulty 
with a major; technical, such as a 
linguistics problem, or personal, 
such as a divorce or personality 
conflicts.
The coaching staff gives all the 
help it can to athletes and their 
problems.
Mr. Nord said he treats each 
athlete as if he were his own child.
Coach Nord has a “heart to 
heart” talk with athletes who 
are confused as to what their 
goals and future in school are.
If the athletes are confused as 
to what their goals and future in 
school are, he has a “heart to 
heart” talk with them and tries to 
get them interested and involved 
in school.
Mr. Nord often refers athletes to 
the University Counseling Center 
where they are given tests to eval­
uate their capabilities in various 
fields. This helps get the athletes
“on the right track” by placing 
them in majors in which they are 
interested and have the capability 
to do well, he says.
The coaching staff recommends 
tutors to help athletes with schol­
astic problems. Mr. Nord says the 
tutors who are suggested “under­
stand the problems of the athlete.”
Tutors who are upperclassmen 
or former athletes relate well to 
athletes. They understand prob­
lems and conflicts such as practice 
time, night sessions during the 
regular season, individual work­
outs and road trips that sometimes 
take up half the school week.
Mr. Nord sometimes refers stu­
dents to teachers that may be easy 
to get grades from.
“Many students will ask around 
and find out which teachers are 
easy,” said Mr. Nord. “What we 
are doing is no different than 
that.”
Mr. Nord admitted that the 
student who is not an athlete 
does not receive the same at­
tention that the athlete does.
Mr. Nord admited that the stu­
dent who is not an athlete does not 
recieve the same attention that the 
athlete does.
“I hate to put it this way, but we 
have an investment in these kids,” 
he said. Mr. Nord said that the 
investment is not only monetary 
but also personal.
The personal investment comes 
when Mr. Nord gets to know the 
athlete.
“Some of my best friends are 
boys that I met while on the job,” 
he said.
When an athlete is dropped or 
quits school Mr. Nord says that he 
often takes this as a personal fail­
ure.
“The athletic department wants 
kids who are going to finish 
school,” Mr. Nord said.
“A lot of money and time is 
wasted if an athlete goes to school 
two full years on a full ride schol­
arship and then is dropped or quits 
school.”
When coaches recruit, they try 
to find good athletes who are ma­
ture enough to make the change 
from high school to college, Mr. 
Nord said. Often the picture of the 
young man, given by high school 
coaches, teachers and parents is 
not as “rosy” as it seems.
“When the boy gets to college 
and falls apart, the parents and 
coaches always seem really su- 
prised,” Mr. Nord said. “Most of 
the scholastic problems come from 
freshmen on the squad who have 
free time which they spend in rec­
reation.”
The UM is not waving the flag 
for the athlete alone, Mr. Nord in­
sisted.
“We are working toward a de­
gree-oriented program,” he said. 
This type of program concentrates 
on advising people who want to 
graduate by giving them the guid­
ance they need to achieve their 
goals.
The football department coun­
sels the entire squad. Mr. Nord 
said during the busy part of his 
job—the beginning and end of each 
quarter—he sees from six to ten 
students a day.
The special treatment an ath­
lete receives seems to end in the 
athletic department.
Andrew Cogswell, Dean of Stu­
dents, said it is “entirely possible” 
that athletes do receive special at­
tention from individual faculty 
members but University policy is 
to give all students equal treat­
ment.
Academic probation is more se­
rious for the athlete because he 
loses his entire finanacial aid. Oth­
er students can retain their aid 
when on probation, Mr. Cogswell 
said.
Richard Solberg, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, han­
dles 90 per cent of the readmission
appeals. He said he gives no pref­
ence to any student.
If a student fails to meet the 
minimum grade requirements in 
two quarters, he is dropped. He 
then must petition to get back in 
school if he wants to enroll before 
the three quarter waiting period is 
over.
Mr. Solberg said that of the 70 
appeals he received for admission 
Spring Quarter, four were from 
athletes. He readmitted all but five 
of the 70 appeals.
All the athletes were readmitted.
pletes to be made up. Mr. Solberg 
said he did not consider them ac­
tual appeals.
One of the other two cases was 
on the border line of grade re­
quirement and had some personal 
problems. The other athlete had a 
low GPA but had a language prob­
lem that Mr. Solberg considered 
an extenuating circumstance.
Mr. Solberg said that if the stu­
dents who were readmitted on ap­
peal failed to raise their GPA 
above the minimum requirement, 
they “will be dropped from this 
University” with no preference 
shown any student.
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